Downtown Springfield
ART WALK
2nd Friday
August 13 • 5-8 pm
Downtown Springfield

HOST: BAYNE GARDNER

STOPs:

1. EMERALD ART CENTER 500 MAIN
   Chris McKay, Merrielea Jones, Paula Goodbar, and
   Exhibit of student work from Youth Arts Summer
   Program | Refreshments
   Dancing zombies at 5!

2. HEARTS FOR HOSPICE 444 MAIN
   Artist: David Becker (Digital Light Brush)
   Musician: Robert Boyce, guitar | Refreshments

3. TRASH 'N TREASURES 440 MAIN
   ‘Man-tiques’ vintage toy cars, plastic model kits,
   rock & roll records, comic books, woodworking tools,
   collectable fishing and hunting gear, breweriana/
   barware

4. HAP-HAZARD CREATIVITY 331 MAIN
   Ellen Gabehart: “Hear the Music” mixed media,
   closing reception | Music by Dennis St. Germain

5. MEMENTO INK 525 MAIN
   Artists: Victoria Gale, Justin Mustill, and others
   Zombie selfie photo booth | Refreshments

6. CHUCK & ALICE 136 S 6TH
   Owned and operated by Springfield natives and
   current residents of the Washburne | Refreshments

7. NEU REAL ESTATE 741 MAIN #B
   Artist: Mike Carmickle

8. ANTIQUE PEDDLERS 612 MAIN
   Fused glass artist Anita Olsen of Neater Creations.
   Moving to 650 Main later this month

FRIDAY THE 13TH
BLACK CAT SCAVENGER CONTEST:
Be the first to find a small clay cat (made by artists at
the Oregon Supported Living Arts & Culture Program)
at each arts stop and win a gift certificate* graciously
donated by:

- CHOW GASTROPUB 471 S A
- PLANK TOWN 346 MAIN
- MEZZA LUNA 115 S 5TH
- LOVELY 349 MAIN
- TAVERN ON MAIN 338 MAIN
- CORNUCOPIA 521 MAIN
- MEMOS 737 MAIN (2 CERTIFICATES)

*only one winner per art stop. Eight unique winners!

SPRINGFIELD SIMPSONS MURALS:
Can you spot all the Bayne Gardner murals?